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2. SUMMARY

(A) General remarks
This Booklet contains:
(i)

a description of the Italian tax law concerning:
(a) withholding tax on dividend distributions from, and
(b) capital gain tax on the sale of,

shares issued by PRADA S.p.A. (hereinafter, “PRADA” or the “Company”), a company
incorporated in Italy which has its ordinary shares (“Shares”) listed on the Hong Kong Stock
Exchange; and
(ii)

a general description of:
(a) the law on inheritance and gift tax in Italy, as may be applicable to shareholders of
the Company (“Shareholders”); and
(b) other tax and duties imposed under Italian law, as may be applicable to
Shareholders.

As the Company is an Italian resident entity subject to Italian tax law, dividends distributed by
the Company and capital gains realized through the sale of Shares may be subject to tax in Italy,
as well as in the tax jurisdiction in which the recipient/seller is resident for tax purposes.
The description of the relevant Italian tax law contained in this Booklet is based upon Italian
law and regulations currently in force and official interpretations published by the Italian tax
authorities as at the date of this Booklet.
Law and regulations and their interpretation are subject to change and these amendments
may have retroactive effect.
Neither PRADA nor Studio Bernoni Professionisti Associati has undertaken to produce an
updated version of this Booklet. It will be necessary, therefore, for investors to seek advice on
the tax consequences of investing in the Shares. Further, this Booklet is provided for
information purposes only and is not intended to be, nor should it be construed as, legal or tax
advice.
The Italian tax regime applicable to dividends and capital gains may vary depending upon
whether the Hong Kong Stock Exchange is a “regulated stock market” in accordance with
Italian regulatory and tax law. Currently, the interpretations issued by the Italian Revenue
Agency on the definition of “regulated stock market” appear to exclude from its scope the
Hong Kong Stock Exchange. If the Italian Revenue Agency issues a ruling on this topic, the
Company will make an announcement to inform investors of this development and the
consequences thereof.
In the paragraphs that follow, the treatment of (i) withholding tax on the Company’s dividend
distributions and (ii) capital gains tax on the sale of Shares by Shareholders (whether individual
or corporate, resident or not resident in Italy) is described.
Unless otherwise specified, references in this Booklet to the “Shareholder” or to the
“taxpayer” shall include beneficial owners of Shares even if legal title is held through another
entity e.g. a nominee company such as HKSCC Nominees Limited.
The Company recommends that all Shareholders should consult their professional advisors
in order to understand the taxation consequences of purchasing, holding, disposing of or
3

dealing in Shares or exercising any rights attaching to them and to take all measures
necessary in order to comply with Italian law and regulations.

(B) Withholding tax on dividend distributions
Under Italian law, a withholding agent - such as the Company - must apply the correct
withholding tax rate at the time of the payment of the dividend and is subject to penalties if it
fails to do so.
Different withholding tax rates apply depending on whether (i) the Shareholder is resident in
Italy, (ii) the investment is held privately or as part of the Shareholder’s business activities and
(iii) the investment is substantial.
Due to the inherent characteristics of the Hong Kong Central Clearing and Settlement System
(“CCASS”), the Company is not able, at the time of the payment of dividends, to ascertain the
identity and the tax residency of the beneficial owners of Shares who hold their investments
through CCASS. The Company is therefore not able to apply a rate of withholding tax on an
individual basis to such beneficial owners of Shares.
In addition, CCASS does not have the capacity to attribute to each CCASS participant (and,
accordingly, to each beneficial owner of the Shares) its respective share of distributed profits
with the purpose of enabling the Company to apply the proper withholding tax rate (if any).
As a consequence, the Company will, upon distribution, apply a withholding tax on the whole
amount of dividends payable to such beneficial owners at a rate equal to 20%, which is the
ordinary rate for dividends paid to non-Italian residents on or after January 1st, 20121.
Subject to the provisions of any applicable double taxation convention, the rate of withholding
tax may be reduced. Shareholders who have paid tax on the dividend in another jurisdiction
may also claim a credit refund equal to the lower of 1/4th of the Italian withholding tax levied
and the foreign tax actually paid on the dividend2.
Shareholders entitled to a reduced (or to zero) withholding tax may seek to recover the excess
amount of tax paid through a refund procedure initiated with the Italian Revenue Agency.

(C) Capital gains tax on sale of shares (CGT)
Capital gains realized by non-Italian resident shareholders from the sale of Shares are subject
to taxation in Italy if the participation is in an Italian company.
Capital gains realized from the sale of Shares are subject to a substitute tax of 12.5% for sales
completed on or before December 31st, 2011, or of 20% for sales completed on or after
January 1st, 20123.
There is no threshold before a taxpayer is liable to pay capital gains tax on a sale of Shares.
Further, capital gains tax is payable on the entire amount of the gain realized.

1

st

Dividends paid on or prior to December 31 , 2011 are subject to a 27% final withholding tax. Due to a
st
recent amendment in Italian tax law, dividends paid on or after January 1 , 2012 will be subject to a 20%
final withholding tax.
2
st
For dividends paid on or prior to December 31 , 2011, the credit refund (if due) is equal to the lower of
th
4/9 of the Italian withholding tax and the tax actually paid abroad on the dividend. Due to recent tax
st
amendments (see also note 1), for dividends paid on or after January 1 , 2012, the credit refund (if due)
th
is equal to the lower of 1/4 of the Italian withholding tax and the tax actually paid abroad on the
dividend.
3
Depending on applicable circumstances, capital gains realized from the sale of Shares are subject to
taxation at progressive rates levied on 49.72% of the capital gains.
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The amount of tax due in Italy may be reduced or exempted pursuant to any applicable double
taxation convention. A full exemption applies to Shareholders resident in jurisdictions which
allow the exchange of information with Italy (Hong Kong is not currently among these
jurisdictions).

(D) Inheritance and gift tax on donation or inheritance of shares (IGT)
The transfer of shares in Italian corporations for no consideration, between living persons or
upon the death of a shareholder, gives rise to a tax liability in Italy for both resident and nonresident donees or heirs. The tax rate may be 4%, 6% or 8%, depending on the relevant
circumstances. Exclusions are granted, in some circumstances, to relatives of the deceased or
donor.

(E) Taxpayer liable to payment of CGT and IGT
Even if an investor holds Shares through an intermediary, it is nonetheless the investor, as
beneficial owner, who has the obligation to pay capital gains tax or inheritance and gift tax and
to submit the tax return.

3. DOUBLE TAXATION CONVENTIONS

(A) Jurisdictions with which Italy has entered into double taxation conventions
The following is a list of all jurisdictions with which Italy has entered into a double taxation
convention (each, a “State”) (updated as at 30 September 2011):
Albania
Algeria
Argentina
Armenia
Australia
Austria
Azerbaijan
Bangladesh
Belarus
Belgium
Brazil
Bulgaria
Canada

France
Finland
Georgia
Germany
Ghana
Greece
Hungary
Iceland
India
Indonesia
Ireland
Israel
Japan

China

Jordan

Cote d’Ivoire

Kazakhstan

Croatia

Kuwait

Cyprus
Czech Republic
Denmark

Latvia
Lebanon
Lithuania

Mauritius
Mexico
Moldova
Morocco
Mozambique
Netherlands
New Zealand
Norway
Oman
Pakistan
Philippines
Poland
Portugal
Qatar

Former Soviet Union: (1)
Spain
Sri Lanka
Sweden
Switzerland
Syria
Tanzania
Thailand
Trinidad and Tobago
Tunisia
Turkey
Uganda
Ukraine

Romania
Russian
Federation
Saudi Arabia
Senegal
Singapore

United Kingdom

United Arab Emirates

United States of America
Uzbekistan
Venezuela
Vietnam
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Ecuador
Egypt
Estonia
Ethiopia

Luxembourg
Macedonia
Malaysia
Malta

Slovakia
Slovenia
South Africa
South Korea

Former Yugoslavia: (1)
Zambia

(1) Countries which are the former members of dissolved Federations apply the double
taxation convention unless they have subscribed to their own particular tax convention.
The double taxation convention subscribed to by the Soviet Union currently applies to
Kyrgyzstan, Tajikistan and Turkmenistan.
The double taxation convention entered into with the former Yugoslavia currently applies
to Bosnia and Herzegovina, Serbia and Montenegro.
Double taxation conventions may limit the ability of Italy to tax income sourced in Italy, such as
dividends and capital gains, arising out of an investment in shares in an Italian company, paid
to or realized by non-Italian resident beneficial owners of such shares.
In general, the conventions do not settle procedural questions and each State is free to use the
procedure provided in its domestic law in order to apply the limits provided by the convention
unless a specific procedure is agreed between the two States. A State can therefore levy tax at
a lower rate in accordance with the relevant provisions of the convention, subject to possible
prior verification that the taxpayer is entitled to benefit from the convention, or it can impose
the tax provided for under its domestic law and subsequently refund the part of that tax that
exceeds the amount it is entitled to levy under the provisions of the convention.

(B) Non-existence of double taxation conventions between Italy and Hong Kong
Since there is currently no double taxation convention or exchange of information agreement
in force between Italy and Hong Kong, Italy is not prevented from levying its domestic ordinary
taxation on Hong Kong resident Shareholders for dividends received or capital gains realized
from a sale of Shares or for the transfer of Shares for no consideration.
The absence of double taxation conventions between Hong Kong and Italy and the fact that tax
is not generally paid on dividends in Hong Kong means that Shareholders resident in Hong
Kong may not be able to claim a credit refund.
In this respect, the Company has been informed that negotiations in relation to a possible
double taxation convention are in progress between Hong Kong and Italy. After a first round of
negotiations was completed in 2004, a new round of negotiations was completed on October
6th, 2010 and other meetings are expected. The process is expected to continue for a few
more years before being finalized.
If an agreement is signed between Italy and Hong Kong, the Company will inform Shareholders
of the possible tax reliefs that may derive from such agreement.

4. WITHHOLDING TAX
(A) General remarks
As stated in paragraph 2(B), due to the inherent characteristics of CCASS, the Company is not
able to ascertain the identity, and consequently the tax residence, of the beneficial owners of
Shares who hold their investments in CCASS.
The Company is therefore not able to apply a rate of withholding tax on an individual basis to
beneficial owners of the Shares who hold through CCASS.
6

In addition, CCASS does not have the capacity to attribute to each CCASS participant (and,
accordingly, to each beneficial owner of the Shares) its respective share of distributed profits
with the purpose of enabling the Company to apply the correct withholding tax rate (if any).
As a consequence, the Company will, upon distribution, apply a withholding tax on the whole
amount of the dividend payable to such beneficial owners at a rate of 20%, which is the
ordinary rate of withholding tax applicable to dividends paid to non-Italian residents on or
after January 1st, 2012.
Shareholders entitled to be charged with a reduced (or no) withholding tax rate may seek to
recover the excess amount of tax paid through a refund procedure initiated with the Italian
Revenue Agency.
Shareholders should note that delays may be encountered in the process of obtaining a credit
refund.
Italian tax law contains anti-avoidance provisions the aim of which is to disregard the tax
effects of the sale and purchase transactions of Shares put in place before a dividend
distribution; the purpose of these provisions is to avoid Shareholders receiving a refund of
taxes to which they would not otherwise be entitled.

(B) Rates applicable to individual Shareholders
1. Individual Shareholders resident in Italy
Dividends paid by the Company to individual Shareholders resident in Italy are subject to
different tax treatment depending on the following circumstances:



dividends paid on a non-substantial participation not held in a business capacity are
subject to a final withholding tax at a rate of 20%4; and
50.28% of dividends paid on a participation held in a business capacity, or on a substantial
participation not held in a business capacity, are exempt from tax (60% in the case of
dividends paid out of profits of 2007 or previous years). The remaining 49.72% of the
dividends (40% in the case of dividends paid out of profits of 2007 or previous years) is
taxable at progressive rates (which range from 23% (for income up to €15,000) to 43%
(for income exceeding €75,000)).

A participation is considered to be “substantial” when it entitles the holder to (i) more than 2%
of the voting rights or more than 5% of the capital in companies listed on regulated stock
markets (according to Italian law), or (ii) more than 20% of the voting rights or more than 25%
of the capital in other companies, including companies listed on non-regulated stock markets
(according to Italian law).
On the assumption that the Hong Kong Stock Exchange is not a regulated stock market for this
purpose, the thresholds of 20% and 25% would apply before a participation is considered to be
“substantial”.
Since the Company has currently issued only ordinary shares, the relevant threshold for
determining if a participation is “substantial” or “non-substantial” is whether the participation
is of more than 20% of voting rights in the Company.

4

st

Such dividends, paid on or before December 31 , 2011 to Italian residents, are subject to a 12.5% final
withholding tax; due to recent amendments in Italian tax law, such dividends, paid on or after January
st
1 , 2012, will be subject to a 20% final withholding tax.
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2. Individual Shareholders not resident in Italy
Dividends paid by the Company to non-Italian resident individual Shareholders (who do not
carry on business in Italy through a permanent establishment situated therein) are subject to a
20%5 final withholding tax as a general rule.
Subject to the provisions of any applicable double taxation convention, the rate of withholding
tax may be reduced.
Alternatively, non-Italian resident Shareholders may claim a credit refund equal to the lower of
1/4th of the Italian withholding tax levied and the foreign tax actually paid on the dividend in
their country of residence 6 . However, this credit refund cannot be enjoyed where a
Shareholder seeks relief from double taxation based on an applicable tax convention, i.e. the
two forms of juridical double taxation relief are alternatives.
Since there is no double taxation convention in place between Italy and Hong Kong, Hong Kong
resident Shareholders may claim a credit refund equal to the lower of 1/4th of the tax withheld
and the amount of tax actually paid in Hong Kong (if any) on the dividend. If the dividend is not
subject to taxation in Hong Kong, the relevant Hong Kong resident Shareholder is not entitled
to receive any credit refund.

(C) Rates applicable to corporate Shareholders
1. Corporate Shareholders resident in Italy
In general, 95% of dividends paid by the Company to corporate Shareholders resident in Italy
should be exempted from tax (the same rules apply to companies adopting IAS/IFRS, except
for dividends paid on shareholdings classified as “held for trading” that are fully taxable).
No withholding tax is levied upon distribution.
2. Corporate Shareholders not resident in Italy
Dividends paid by the Company to non-Italian resident corporate Shareholders (who do not
carry on business in Italy through a permanent establishment situated therein) are subject to a
20%7 final withholding tax as a general rule.
Subject to the provisions of any applicable double taxation convention, the rate of withholding
tax may be reduced.
Alternatively, non-Italian resident corporate Shareholders may claim a credit refund equal to
the lower of 1/4th of the Italian withholding tax levied and the foreign tax actually paid on the
dividend in their country of residence8. However, this credit refund cannot be enjoyed where a
Shareholder seeks relief from double taxation based on an applicable tax convention, i.e. the
two forms of juridical double taxation relief are alternatives.
Since there is no double taxation convention in place between Italy and Hong Kong, Hong Kong
resident corporate Shareholders may claim a credit refund equal to the lower of 1/4 th of the
tax withheld and the amount of tax actually paid in Hong Kong (if any) on the dividend. If the
dividend is not subject to taxation in Hong Kong, the relevant Hong Kong resident corporate
Shareholder is not entitled to receive any credit refund.

5

See note 1.
See note 2.
7
See note 1.
8
See note 2.
6

8

Special rules apply, among others, for dividends paid to European Union (“EU”) or European
Economic Area (“EEA”) “white listed” companies9, which are subject to a 1.375% withholding
tax (1.65% for dividends paid out of profits of 2007 or previous years); in this case the 1/4 th
credit refund would not be applicable10.

(D) Tax withheld at source by the Company
As stated above, dividends paid by the Company to non-Italian resident Shareholders (who do
not carry on business in Italy through a permanent establishment situated therein) are
generally subject to a 20% final withholding tax, which is withheld by the Company upon
payment of a dividend.
As explained in sub-paragraph (A) of this section, due to the inherent characteristics of CCASS,
the Company is not able to ascertain the identity, and consequently the tax residence, of the
beneficial owners of the Shares who hold their investments in CCASS. As a consequence, the
Company will, upon distribution, apply a withholding tax on the whole amount of the dividend
payable to such beneficial owners at a rate equal to 20%, which is the ordinary rate applicable
to dividends paid to non-Italian residents.

(E) Credit refund procedure
Where no double taxation convention is applicable (and there is currently no such convention
in force between Italy and Hong Kong), non-Italian resident Shareholders, including Hong Kong
resident Shareholders, may claim a partial refund equal to the lower of 1/4 th of the Italian
withholding tax levied and the foreign tax actually paid on the dividend in their country of
residence. However, if the dividend is not subject to final taxation in Shareholder’s country of
residence, the non-Italian resident Shareholder will not be entitled to receive any credit
refund.
A credit refund request, if any, must be filed with the Italian Revenue Agency by the
Shareholder not later than 48 months following the date on which the tax on the dividend is
finally paid by the Shareholder in its home jurisdiction.
In order to be entitled to the credit refund, the non-Italian resident Shareholder must provide
evidence of the final taxation in its home jurisdiction, by way of a certificate issued by the
relevant tax authority in that jurisdiction. The non-Italian resident Shareholders should also
demonstrate, by means of proper documentation issued by their own tax authority, that a final
tax on the same dividend has been paid.
Shareholders should note that delays may be encountered in the process of obtaining a credit
refund.
9

“White listed” companies are those companies resident in jurisdictions which allow an adequate
exchange of information with Italy.
10
Furthermore, following the implementation of the 90/435/EEC European Union Parent-Subsidiary
Directive (the “Directive”) of July 23, 1990, as amended, a withholding exemption applies if the
corporate shareholder meets the following requirements:
 it is resident for tax purposes in an EU Member State;
 it is incorporated in one of the forms listed in the Annex to the Directive;
 it is subject to one of the taxes listed in the Annex to the Directive, without benefiting from an
exemption, unless temporarily or territorially limited; and
 it holds at least 10% of the capital of the subsidiary for at least one uninterrupted year.
The parent-subsidiary regime is not available for dividends received by corporate shareholders
controlled by persons who are not residents of an EU Member State, unless such corporate
shareholders can prove that they do not hold the participation in the company exclusively or
predominantly for the purpose of benefiting from the special regime for EU outbound dividends.
9

5. CAPITAL GAINS TAX
(A) Rates applicable to individual Shareholders
1. Individual Shareholders resident in Italy
Capital gains realized by individual Shareholders upon a disposal of the Shares for
consideration (i.e. not as a gift) are subject to the following tax treatment:






capital gains realized through the sale of a non-substantial participation not held in a
business capacity are fully (i.e. 100%) subject to a substitute tax of 12.5% (the substitute
tax will increase to 20% for capital gains realized on or after January 1st, 2012);
50.28% of capital gains realized through the sale of a participation (qualifying for the
“Participation exemption” regime described in paragraph (B) below) held in a business
capacity or of a substantial participation not held in a business capacity are exempt from
tax. The remaining 49.72% of the capital gains are taxable at progressive rates (which
range from 23% (for income up to €15,000) to 43% (for income exceeding €75,000)); and
capital gains realized through the sale of a participation (not qualifying for the
“Participation exemption” regime described in paragraph (B) below) held in a business
capacity are fully (i.e. 100%) taxable at progressive rates (which range from 23% (for
income up to €15,000) to 43% (for income exceeding €75,000)).
2. Individual Shareholders not resident in Italy

Capital gains realized by non-Italian resident individual Shareholders (who do not carry on
business in Italy through a permanent establishment situated therein) on the sale of Shares are
subject to the following tax treatment:






capital gains realized through the sale of a non-substantial participation in Italian
companies listed on non-regulated stock markets (according to Italian law, the Hong Kong
Stock Exchange is a non-regulated stock market) are fully (i.e. 100%) subject to a 12.5%
substitute tax (the substitute tax will increase to 20% for capital gains realized on or after
January 1st, 2012). In this case, the Shareholder is required to file a tax return in Italy. A
full exemption applies to Shareholders resident in jurisdictions which allow the exchange
of information with Italy; Hong Kong is not currently among these jurisdictions. Individual
Shareholders resident in Hong Kong will therefore be subject to capital gains tax and
will be required to file a tax return in Italy;
50.28% of capital gains realized through the sale of a substantial participation in all Italian
companies i.e. not listed, listed on a non-regulated stock market or listed on a regulated
stock market (according to Italian law, the Hong Kong Stock Exchange is a non-regulated
stock market) are exempt from tax. The remaining 49.72% of the capital gains are taxable
at progressive rates (which range from 23% (for income up to €15,000) to 43% (for
income exceeding €75,000)). In this case, the Shareholder is required to file a tax return
in Italy; and
capital gains realized through the sale of a non-substantial participation in Italian
companies listed on regulated stock markets (according to Italian law, the Hong Kong
Stock Exchange is a non-regulated stock market) are not regarded as Italian-sourced
income (i.e. they are not subject to tax in Italy).

The amount of tax due in Italy may be reduced or eliminated pursuant to any applicable
double taxation convention.
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(B) Rates applicable to corporate Shareholders
1. Corporate Shareholders resident in Italy
According to the “Participation exemption” regime, capital gains realized upon a disposal of
shares in an Italian joint stock company by a corporate Shareholder resident in Italy are 95%
exempted, provided that the following requirements are met:
a)
b)

c)
d)

the participation has been held continuously from the first day of the 12th month prior to
that of the disposal;
the participation was classified as a fixed financial asset in the first balance sheet closed
after the acquisition (in the case of companies adopting IAS/IFRS, shareholdings are
deemed to be fixed financial assets if they are not held for trading);
the subsidiary is resident in a “white list” country; and
the subsidiary carries on a commercial activity.

The last two conditions must have been met since the beginning of the third year preceding
the year of the disposal and, in the case of shares held in a holding company, they should be
tested with reference to its subsidiaries.
Where one of these conditions above is not met, capital gains are fully taxable at the ordinary
rate of 27.5%.
The same tax regime applies to capital gains realized by a non-Italian resident corporate
Shareholder upon a disposal of shares held through a permanent establishment in Italy (i.e.
shares are effectively connected with the permanent establishment).
2. Corporate Shareholders not resident in Italy
Capital gains realized by non-Italian resident corporate Shareholders (who do not carry on
business in Italy through a permanent establishment situated therein) on sales of shares are
subject to the following tax treatment:






capital gains realized through the sale of a non-substantial participation in Italian
companies listed on non-regulated stock markets (according to Italian law, the Hong Kong
Stock Exchange is a non-regulated stock market) are fully (i.e. 100%) subject to a 12.5%
substitute tax (the substitute tax will increase to 20% for capital gains realized on or after
January 1st, 2012). In this case, the Shareholder is required to file a tax return in Italy. A
full exemption applies to corporate Shareholders resident in jurisdictions which allow the
exchange of information with Italy; Hong Kong is not currently among these jurisdictions.
Corporate Shareholders resident in Hong Kong will therefore be subject to capital gains
tax and will be required to file a tax return in Italy;
50.28% of capital gains realized through the sale of a substantial participation in all Italian
companies i.e. not listed, listed on a non-regulated stock market or listed on a regulated
stock market (according to Italian law, the Hong Kong Stock Exchange is a non-regulated
stock market) are exempt from tax. The remaining 49.72% of the capital gains are taxable
at the ordinary rate of 27.5%. In this case, the Shareholder is required to file a tax return
in Italy; and
capital gains realized through the sale of a non-substantial participation in Italian
companies listed on regulated stock markets (according to Italian law, the Hong Kong
Stock Exchange is a non-regulated stock market) are not regarded as Italian-sourced
income (i.e. they are not subject to tax in Italy).

11

The amount of tax due in Italy may be reduced or eliminated pursuant to any applicable
double taxation convention.

(C) ”Substantial participation”
A participation is considered to be “substantial” if it entitles the holder to (i) more than 2% of
the voting rights or more than 5% of the capital in companies listed on regulated stock markets
(according to Italian law), or (ii) more than 20% of the voting rights or more than 25% of the
capital in other companies, including companies listed on non-regulated stock markets
(according to Italian law).
On the assumption that the Hong Kong Stock Exchange is not a regulated stock market for this
purpose, the thresholds of 20% and 25% would apply before a participation is considered to be
“substantial”.
Since the Company has currently issued only ordinary Shares, the relevant threshold for
determining if a participation being sold is “substantial” or “non-substantial” is whether the
sale is of more than 20% of voting rights in the Company.
For the purpose of this computation, all disposals of the Shares that occurred within a 12month period should be aggregated.

(D) Procedures for computation and payment of capital gains tax
The following is a summary of the requirements for non-Italian resident Shareholders with
regard to capital gains taxable in Italy that are realized through the sale of a non-substantial
participation in the Company.
For what constitutes a “substantial” participation, please refer to paragraph (C) above.
For the purpose of computing the amount of capital gains which are taxable, all disposals of
the Shares that occurred within a 12-month period should be aggregated.
The Italian Revenue Agency’s website contains a special section in English for non-resident
taxpayers which provides general information (http://www1.agenziaentrate.gov.it/inglese/).
We recommend that Shareholders who are liable to tax in Italy for capital gains realized
through the sale of a participation in the Company should consult an advisor who specializes in
tax compliance issues for non-Italian resident taxpayers.
For Italian tax purposes, capital gains on shares issued by Italian-resident companies such as
the Company are, as a general rule, deemed to be sourced in Italy and, consequently, taxable
in Italy.
A capital gain is equal to the difference between:
a)
b)

the sale price, less the costs directly attributable to the sale; and
the tax basis (normally the purchase price, increased by the directly attributable costs of
the purchase) of the participation,

provided that the difference is a positive number.
For a correct computation of the capital gain, please note that, in the case of shares purchased
over a period of time in more than one tranche, a “LIFO” (last in first out) method must be
applied to quantify the tax basis of the participation. This means that the last shares purchased
are always considered to be sold first.
The LIFO method is illustrated in the following hypothetical example:

12



consider a 3% shareholding in the capital of Company “A”, equal to 600 shares, purchased
in two different transactions:
1. first purchase of 400 shares, equal to 2% of the capital of the company, at a price of
€10 per share;
2. second purchase of 200 shares, equal to 1% of the capital of the company, at a price of
€15 per share.

As a consequence, 3% of shareholding in the capital of Company “A” has been purchased at a
total price of €7,000, divided as follows:
Number of shares
400
200
Total 600

Price per unit (€)
10.00
15.00

%
2%
1%
Total 3%

Total cost
4,000.00
3,000.00
Total 7,000.00

If the shareholder sells 1.5% of the shareholding in Company “A”, the relevant cost for the
quantification of the capital gain applying the “LIFO” method will be calculated based on:
 the cost of the last purchase of 1%;
 the cost of the first purchase for the remaining 0.5%.
Hence, the total cost attributable to the 1.5% shareholding that is sold will be equal to
€4,000.00, quantified as follows:
%
1%
0.5%
Total 1.5%

Number of shares
200
100

Price per unit (€)
15.00
10.00

Total cost
3,000.00
1,000.00
Total 4,000.00

Accordingly, Shareholders must keep all relevant documentation evidencing the
purchase/sale price of each tranche of the Shares purchased/sold and any other document
related to the costs directly attributable to the purchase of the Shares.
For example, Shareholders should keep the following documentation:








a record of the purchase of the Shares (for each single purchase). If the Shares are
purchased together with other shares or securities, it is important to be able to identify
the exact purchase price of the Shares separate from the purchase price of the other
shares or securities;
invoice issued by intermediaries through whom the Shares have been purchased, showing
the costs of intermediaries directly attributable to the purchase (if any);
invoice issued by the Notary Public (in case the record of the sale and/or purchase of the
Shares require the Notary Public’s assistance);
a record of the sale of the Shares (for each single tranche sold). If the Shares are sold
together with other shares or securities, it is important to be able to identify the exact
sale price of the Shares separate from the sale price of the other shares or securities;
invoice issued by intermediaries evidencing the costs directly attributable to the sale (if
any).

If the taxpayer fails to produce the relevant documentation, the Italian Revenue Agency could
argue that the whole amount of proceeds deriving from the sale must be treated as capital
gain.
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If the Shareholder realizes a capital loss from the transfer of the Shares (or if the Shareholder
realizes a capital loss from a partial transfer of the Shares during a year and a capital gain from
another partial transfer of the Shares during the same year), the capital loss (or the surplus of
the capital loss versus the capital gain) can be carried forward for four years and offset capital
gains to the extent of capital gains of the same nature (i.e. capital gains realized through the
sale of the same type of participations in Italian companies of the same listing profile) realized
in the following fiscal years provided that the capital loss is duly pointed out in the tax return
referable to the period in which it was realized.
Due to the introduction of recent changes in Italian tax law, only 62.5% of capital losses
realized on or prior to December 31st, 2011 can be deducted from capital gains of the same
nature realized in the following four fiscal years. In addition, Shareholders are entitled to align
the fiscal value to the market value of their shares by means of paying a substitute tax of
12.5% on capital gains accrued but not realized as at December 31st, 2011.
For example, if the Shares issued increase in value over the period starting from the purchase
date to December 31st, 2011, Shareholders are entitled to pay a 12.5% substitute tax on that
capital gain “accrued” (but not realized), in order to avoid paying a 20% substitute tax on the
same capital gain in case the Shares are sold on or after January 1st, 2012.
This option would need to be exercised by the Shareholder when filing the tax return “Modello
UNICO 2012” for the fiscal year 2011 (see paragraph (6)(A)(iii) for the deadline for filing) and
Shareholders would need to pay the substitute tax by June 16th, 2012. Instructions on how to
align the fiscal value of the shares on which capital gains have accrued as at December 31 st,
2011 are expected to be provided by Italian tax authority in the future.
In order to compute the capital gain, both the proceeds deriving from the sale (i.e. the sale
price) and any cost borne by the taxpayer (including the purchase price of the Shares) must be
converted into Euro: (a) at the exchange rate on the day on which the amount is received/paid
by the taxpayer; or (b) in the absence, the exchange rate of the closest preceding day; or (c) in
the absence, the average exchange rate for the month in which the amount is received/paid by
the taxpayer. The daily exchange rates are those published in the Italian Official Gazette and
they are also available on the website of Bank of Italy (“Banca d’Italia”)
(http://uif.bancaditalia.it/UICFEWebroot/).

6. TAX RETURN
(A) Sample tax return form with instructions on how to fill in each section
As stated in paragraphs 5(A)(2) and 5(B)(2), where capital gains have been realized by a nonItalian resident shareholder through the sale of a non-substantial participation in companies
listed on non-regulated stock markets (according to Italian law, the Hong Kong Stock Exchange
is a non-regulated stock market), or through the sale of a substantial participation in any kind
of company11, the relevant shareholder is required to file a tax return in Italy.
A specific tax return form (“Modello Unico”) is issued for each tax period; hence, this form
changes every year. The relevant form, containing guidelines for completing the tax return, can
be downloaded from the Italian Revenue Agency website. A special section on guidelines for
non-residents is available in file n° 2 (“Fascicolo 2”). Currently the form and its guidelines are
not available in English.

11

I.e. companies not listed, listed on a non-regulated stock market or listed on a regulated stock
market.
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The tax return form are usually published on Italian Revenue Agency website in February of
the tax period that follows the one to which the tax return refers.
Please refer to Annex 1 of this Booklet for a sample tax return form for the tax period 2010.
This contains step-by-step instructions in English/Chinese on how to fill in each section.
In order to comply with the obligations imposed by Italian law, a non-Italian resident taxpayer
(with no permanent establishment in Italy) must:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.

apply for an Italian Tax Identification Code (“Codice Fiscale”);
file the proper tax return;
submit the tax return before the deadline;
pay the tax due within the deadline;
use one of the allowed methods of paying the tax.

(i) How to obtain an Italian Tax Identification Code (“Codice Fiscale”) and Special PIN
Code
Tax Identification Code
A Tax Identification Code (made up of 16 alphanumeric symbols – numbers and letters) is a
means of identifying each natural or legal person for the purpose of managing his/her
relationship with Italian public offices and administrations. In order to be valid, this code must
be registered in the Tax Register under the domain of the Italian Revenue Agency (“Agenzia
delle Entrate”).
An Italian Tax Identification Code may be obtained through the local Italian Consulate. The
Italian Revenue Agency has enabled local Italian consulates to print paper certificates of
attribution of the Tax Identification Code. A non-Italian resident may, in special circumstances,
also apply for a plastic-coated card containing the Tax Identification Code (which is delivered
to the local Italian consulate and then, in turn, to the applicant).
As an alternative, the Italian Tax Identification Code may be obtained through an Italian
Chartered Tax Advisor.
For a sample request of attribution of Tax Identification Code form, please refer to Annex 2 of
this Booklet.
Special PIN Code
The Special PIN Code is a code assigned by the Italian Revenue Agency which allows, among
other things, the tax return to be submitted online and the payment to be made online.
Shareholders who are neither resident in Italy, nor Italian citizens, may request a Special PIN
Code online only if their tax domicile is in Italy (where the second part of the Special PIN Code
will be delivered); or, if they are in an Italian national territory, they may contact the local
Inland Revenue offices.
When a Special PIN Code is requested, the Italian Revenue Agency releases the first part of the
code; the second part of the Special PIN Code is delivered to the applicant within the next 15
days.
Italian citizens who are resident abroad may request their personal Special PIN Code by
submitting an online request through the Italian Revenue Agency website, following the
instructions contained in the chapter entitled “How to submit the tax return online – The PIN
code” at the following link:
http://www1.agenziaentrate.gov.it/inglese/booklets/chapter3.htm
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Taxpayers without a Special PIN Code may only submit a tax return in paper form or via an
Italian authorized intermediary (see paragraph (iii) in this section).

(ii) How to file the tax return
In this respect, please note that:
a)

there are specific tax return forms for both non-Italian resident individuals (the
“MODELLO UNICO PERSONE FISICHE”) and non-Italian resident companies (the
“MODELLO UNICO ENTI NON COMMERCIALI ED EQUIPARATI”). An updated version of the
tax return forms is issued every year by the Italian Revenue Agency;
b) the tax return form can be downloaded from the Italian Revenue Agency website.
Guidelines for filling in the tax return are also available on the same website. Neither the
tax return forms nor the relevant guidelines are currently available in English. For a
sample tax return form for individuals and instructions of the steps that need to be taken
to file the tax return before the deadline please refer to Annex 1 of this Booklet;
c) the tax return form can be completed:
I. by the taxpayer, by filling in a printed paper version of the tax return form by hand;
II. by the taxpayer, by filling in an electronic version of the tax return form using special
software provided by the Italian Revenue Agency. In order to file a tax return
electronically using this software, the taxpayer is first required to obtain a Special PIN
Code from the Italian Revenue Agency. Guidelines on how to obtain the Special PIN
Code are available on the Italian Revenue Agency website (in Italian only) and
summarized in sub-paragraph (i) above; or
III. by an Italian authorized intermediary (e.g. a Chartered Tax Advisor), upon instructions
of the taxpayer.

(iii) Deadlines for filing a tax return
The tax return can be filed:
I. Electronic submission: the taxpayer may file the tax return electronically by using the
special software for filing and managing the tax return provided by the Italian Revenue
Agency. There are instructions on how to file a tax return (but only in Italian). In the
case of electronic submission, the tax return must be filed by September 30th of the tax
period following the one in which the capital gain is realized. For the electronic
submission of the tax return, the taxpayer is first required to obtain a Special PIN Code
from the Italian Revenue Agency; then, he needs to access the special page of the
Italian Revenue Agency website dedicated to web services in order to prepare the
electronic file and submit it. Guidelines on how to obtain the Special PIN Code are
summarized in sub-paragraph (i) above. Please note that taxpayers who are neither
resident in Italy, nor Italian citizens, may request a Special PIN Code online only if their
tax domicile is in Italy; or, if they are in an Italian national territory, they may contact
the local Italian Revenue Agency; or
II. By post: the taxpayer may submit the tax return through a Post Office in Italy (i.e. by
handing in the form in person at an Italian Post Office) or, by post from overseas.
When posting from overseas, the completed tax return must be placed unfolded in an
ordinary envelope. The envelope must be sent by registered post or by equivalent
means from abroad clearly showing the date of dispatch.
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The envelope should be addressed to the following office of the Italian Revenue
Agency:
Agenzia delle Entrate
Centro Operativo di Venezia
via Giorgio De Marchi n. 16
30175 – Marghera (VE)
Italy
The envelope should bear a label with the following information:
 the taxpayer’s surname and first name;
 the taxpayer’s Tax Identification Code;
 the label "Contiene dichiarazione Modello Unico Persone Fisiche" (Modello Unico
Persone Fisiche form inside).
The tax return must be filed by:
 June 30th of the tax period following the one in which the capital gain is realized if
the tax return is submitted through an Italian post office in Italy; or
 September 30th of the tax period following the one in which the capital gain is
realized if the tax return is posted from abroad; or
III. Via an Italian authorized intermediary: the tax return may be filed by an Italian
authorized intermediary on behalf of the taxpayer. In this case, the tax return must be
filed by September 30th of the tax period following the one in which the capital gain is
realized.
Please note that for individuals the tax period coincides with the calendar year (i.e. from
January 1st to December 31st). The Shareholder may include in the tax return an overseas
address for tax notification purposes.
Based the interpretations issued by the Italian Revenue Agency, the tax period for non-Italian
resident companies (who do not carry on business in Italy through a permanent establishment
situated therein) coincides with the calendar year (i.e. from January 1st to December 31st).
Please note that all of the above deadlines may be subject to amendment from time to time.
Updated information will be available (in Italian) on the Italian Revenue Agency’s website at
the link http://www.agenziaentrate.gov.it/wps/portal/entrate/home.

(iv) Deadlines for the payment of capital gain tax
For both non-Italian resident individuals and for non-Italian resident companies, ordinarily,
the payment must be made by June 16th (or within the following 30 days with an additional
levy equal to 0.4% of the tax due) of the tax period following the one in which the capital gain
is realized.
Shareholders should note, therefore, that payment is due before the deadline for filing the tax
return. Please note that these deadlines may be subject to amendment from time to time.

(v) Methods of payment of capital gain tax
Payment of capital gains tax can be made as follows:
a)

through the internet (“F24 Online”, which is available to taxpayers who have already
obtained a Special PIN Code and have a bank account with an Italian authorized bank or
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b)
c)

post office (Poste Italiane Spa)). The procedures on how to obtain a Special PIN Code are
summarized in sub-paragraph (i) above;
through an Italian bank via internet banking (for taxpayers who have a bank account in
Italy with a bank that offers internet banking facilities enabling tax payments); or
non-resident taxpayers can pay taxes through any local bank, by means of a wire transfer
in Euro to any national bank with a head office in Italy. This procedure should be preagreed with the local and Italian correspondent bank in order to avoid delays in payment.
The bank transfer must include the taxpayer’s personal details, his/her Tax Identification
Code, his/her domicile, the reason of payment, and the year of reference.
In the space provided for indicating the “reason for the transfer” the following
information shall be provided:
 the taxpayer’s Tax Identification Code;
 the tax period to which the payment relates;
 wording: “Bilancio Stato – capitolo 1027 articolo 00”. 12
For example, to pay the substitutive tax on capital gain for 2011, the following
information shall be written in the reason for the transfer:
 [taxpayer’s Tax Identification Code];
 2011;
 [The code for the payment of capital gains tax, which is: “Bilancio Stato – capitolo
1027 articolo 00”].

Generally, codes of chapter and article to be indicated in the “reason for the transfer” do not
change every year.
Payment by cheque is not permitted. In addition, please note that capital gains tax must be
paid in Euro.

7. CONSEQUENCES OF FAILURE TO FILE A TAX RETURN OR TO PAY TAX

(A) Failure to file a tax return
If a taxpayer fails to submit a tax return when due, the following penalties will apply (in
addition to any unpaid tax and accrued interest):
a)
b)

a penalty ranging from 120% to 240% of the amount of tax due (with a minimum penalty
of €258); or
a penalty ranging from €258 to €1,032 if tax is not due (e.g. capital gains realized are
offset by capital losses realized in the same tax year).

In the case of tax assessment, the above penalties are reduced to one-third if the taxpayer
pays the whole amount due within 60 days from the tax assessment notice.
According to provisions in the Italian tax law on “voluntary disclosure”, the taxpayer can rectify,
within fixed deadlines and with reduced administrative penalties, any omission or irregularity
concerning the completion or submission of his/her tax return.

12

Please note that “capitolo [code of chapter] 1027” and “articolo [code of article] 00” are
referable only to the substitute tax on capital gains; there are different “codes of chapter” and
“codes of article” applicable for different tax payments.
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Every taxpayer (natural or legal persons), resident or non-resident in Italy, can make use of the
voluntary disclosure procedure.
The following mistakes and irregularities can be rectified:
1.

Failure to submit the tax return by the deadline.
If the tax return is submitted within 90 days of the deadline, regardless of whether tax is
due or not, the irregularity may be rectified by paying, simultaneously with the
submission of the tax return, a penalty of €26, that is 1/10 of €258. Please note that
penalties for any possible violations concerning omitted, insufficient or late payment of
taxes declared in the tax return, if not yet rectified, are applicable(see paragraph (B)
below).

2.

Mistakes and omissions in the information submitted in the “Modello Unico” tax
return form, affecting the computation and payment of taxes.
The penalty of 30% or 100% (depending on the type of mistake, both for mistakes in
calculations and in determining the declared income) of the highest tax, or the lowest
credit used will be reduced to 1/8 (that is to 3.75% or to 12.5%), provided that within
the deadline for the submission of the tax return for the following year:
 all applicable penalties and interest on the taxes due are paid; and
 an additional statement containing the correct information is submitted.

(B) Failure to pay tax
In the case of omitted, insufficient or late payment of taxes declared in the tax return, the
taxpayer is subject to a penalty of 30% of the unpaid amount or the late payment amount.
This penalty will be reduced to 10% (one-third) if the amount due is paid within 30 days from
receipt of an automated irregularity notice or 20% (two-thirds) if the amount due is paid within
30 days from receipt of the result of a formal check of the tax return.
According to provisions in Italian tax law on “voluntary disclosure”, the taxpayer can rectify,
within fixed deadlines and with reduced administrative penalties, any omission or irregularity
concerning his/her tax return and the relevant payments.
Every taxpayer (whether natural or legal persons or withholding agents), resident or nonresident in Italy, can make use of the voluntary disclosure procedure.
For payment omissions, in whole or in part, of the amounts due as down payments or as
settlement resulting from the tax return, a penalty of 30% of the unpaid amounts will be
applied.
This penalty is reduced to:




0.2% for each day of delay, if the payment is made within 15 days starting from the
deadline for payment of tax;
3% (1/10 of 30%) if the payment is made between the 16th and 30th day starting from
the deadline for payment of tax;
3.75% (1/8 of 30%) if the payment is made by the deadline for submitting the tax
return relating to the year of the irregularity.

Taxpayers who wish to make amends for [Note: this has a different meaning to “amend”]
omitted payments shall pay simultaneously: the taxes due, the interests accrued (according to
the legal annual rate starting from the day in which payment was due until the day of the
actual payment), and the reduced sanction.
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The current legal annual interest rate is 1.5%, as set by article 1284 of the Italian Civil Code and
may be subject to modifications.
Voluntary disclosure is effective only once all the requirements set out above have been met;
failure to fulfil any payment, legal interest or penalty will invalidate the voluntary disclosure.

8. INHERITANCE AND GIFT TAX

(A) Individual investors
The transfer of shares in Italian corporations for no consideration, between living persons or
upon the death of a shareholder, gives rise to a tax liability in Italy for both the donee or heir,
regardless of the residence of the deceased/donor or the heir/donee.
The tax is applied at the following rates:
a)

b)
c)

d)

4%, if the transfer is to a spouse or direct descendent or ancestor of the donor
shareholder. The tax applies only to the amount of value in excess of €1,000,000 (e.g. in
the case of a transfer of shares worth, for inheritance and gift tax purposes, €1,200,000,
only €200,000 is subject to inheritance and gift tax, the first €1,000,000 being free of tax);
6%, if the transfer is to siblings of the donor shareholder. The tax only applies to the
amount of value in excess of €100,000;
6% of the value of the shares, if the transfer is to another relative of the donor
shareholder, up to the fourth degree (e.g. father and son are relatives of the first degree;
cousins are relatives of the fourth degree), or a person related by affinity in direct line, as
well as a person related by affinity in a collateral line up to the third degree13 in this case
the tax applies to the whole amount and there is no exemption threshold; and
8% of the value of the shares, in all other cases. In this case the tax applies to the whole
amount and there is no exemption threshold.

If a beneficiary is disabled, inheritance and gift tax is only applied to the amount of value in
excess of €1,500,000 (e.g. in the case of a transfer of Shares worth, for inheritance and gift tax
purposes, €1,700,000, only €200,000 is subject to inheritance and gift tax, the first €1,500,000
being tax free) at the same rates set out above (4%, 6% or 8%, depending on the case).
There is currently no double tax treaty or other arrangement in place between Hong Kong and
Italy to enable Shareholders resident in Hong Kong to claim a credit refund for inheritance and
gift tax.

13

Please note that, pursuant to Italian civil law, for the purpose of the computation of degrees:
 in direct line, degrees are computed by reference to the number of generations there are, excluding
the common ancestor (e.g. father and son are relatives of the first degree; brothers are relatives of
the second degree).
 in collateral line, degrees are computed by generations, moving up from one of the relatives to the
common ancestor and down from the latter to the other relative, always excluding the common
ancestor (e.g. cousins are relatives of the fourth degree: donor — parent — grandparent — uncle —
cousin).
Affinity is the connection between a married person and the relatives of the other spouse. A person is
connected by affinity with one of the spouses in the same line and degree in which he is a relative to the
other spouse (e.g. between the daughter-in-law and the father-in-law there is affinity in line of the first
degree; between the wife and the cousin of the husband there is affinity in collateral line of fourth
degree).
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(B) Procedures for payment of inheritance and gift tax
In the case of inheritance, an inheritance tax return must be filed by the heirs with the Italian
Revenue Agency within 12 months from the death of the deceased; in the case of a non-Italian
resident deceased, the inheritance tax return must be submitted to “Agenzia delle Entrate –
Ufficio territoriale di Roma 6 – via Canton n. 20 – Rome – Italy”.
The inheritance tax return is not due if the inheritance is assigned to a spouse or direct
descendent or ancestor of the deceased Shareholder and the legal assets have a value not
exceeding €25,822.84.
The inheritance tax return form can be downloaded from the Italian Revenue Agency website
(the
form
is
currently
available
only
in
Italian)
at
the
link
http://www.agenziaentrate.gov.it/wps/wcm/connect/85873f00426e4f6281189bc065cef0e8/D
ichiarazione%2Bdi%2BSuccessione%2Bmodello%2B04.pdf?MOD=AJPERES&amp;CACHEID=858
73f00426e4f6281189bc065cef0e8 and can be submitted by person or by post from overseas.
The Company recommends that all Shareholders should consult an advisor who specializes in
tax compliance issues for non-Italian resident taxpayers if they have any queries in relation to
Italian inheritance tax or for filing and submitting the inheritance tax return.
After submitting the inheritance tax return, the Italian Revenue Agency will quantify the
inheritance tax due from the heirs. The inheritance tax payment must be made within 60 days
of the receipt of the notice of payment sent by the Italian Revenue Agency.
If a non-Italian resident heir fails to submit the inheritance tax return due, the following
penalties will apply (in addition to any unpaid tax and accrued interest):
a)
b)

a penalty ranging from 120% to 240% of the amount of taxes due; or
a penalty ranging from €258 to €1,032 if tax is not due.

Please note that an Italian joint-stock company cannot record any entry in its corporate books
nor perform any activity related to the shares assigned as inheritance in the absence of: (i)
proof that the inheritance tax return has been submitted to the Italian Revenue Agency; or (ii)
a written declaration by the heir that he/she was exempted from submitting an inheritance tax
return.
In the case of a gift, the deed of gift must be subscribed in the form of public deed (i.e. a deed
drawn by a Notary Public) or legalized private deed (i.e. a private deed subscribed in front of a
Notary Public) in accordance with Italian legal requirements and must be submitted for
registration to the Italian Revenue Agency within 60 days of its being signed (20 days if the
deed of gift is signed in Italy).
The request for registration must be made through an Italian Notary Public, who will provide a
sworn translation in Italian of the deed of gift and will take payment of the gift tax (with cash
transferred by the donee) at the moment of registration.
The Company recommends that all Shareholders consult an advisor who specializes in tax
compliance issues for non-Italian resident taxpayers if they are in any doubt as to the taxation
implications of making a gift of Shares.

9. OTHER TAX/DUTIES
(A) Registration tax, stamp duty and wealth tax
Transfers of Shares based on contracts executed in Italy before a Notary Public are subject to a
lump-sum registration tax of €168.00. This tax is also payable in “case of use” in Italy (e.g.
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where a contract executed abroad or with different formalities is presented to an Italian
registration office or an Italian court).
The sale of Shares is exempt from Italian stamp duty.
There is no wealth tax in Italy.
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SAMPLE TAX RETURN FORM WITH INSTRUCTIONS ON HOW TO FILL IN EACH SECTION

As stated in the Italian Tax Booklet, if a Shareholder realizes capital gains or losses, he is required to file
an annual tax return in Italy. A specific tax return form (“Modello Unico”) is issued for each tax period;
hence, this form changes every year.
This specific form, containing guidelines for completing the tax return, can be downloaded (in .pdf form)
from the Italian Revenue Agency website (see address below).
As an example, the tax return form for the fiscal year 2010 (as released by the Italian Revenue Agency in
2011) and its guidelines for non-Italian resident individual Shareholders (who do not carry on business
in Italy through a permanent establishment situated therein) holding a non-substantial participation in
companies listed on non-regulated stock markets (according to Italian law, the Hong Kong Stock
Exchange is a non-regulated stock market) can be found on the Italian Revenue Agency website at the
following address:
http://www.agenziaentrate.gov.it/wps/portal/entrate/cosa_devi_fare/!ut/p/c5/nZFRb4JADIB_C3_A9rjj
wEfgBEHutsHJkBejxizCUOOcDH79dFmWmE0f1j42bb9-hRLOuV2cNiL42a3XbxCASWfe_igMm1mIzUNPYzcUOURdWk44fAMBbJ5VnX7qK_7tOrTWIlUahG1UgRKj9oPXQWxrN9
JJuJHLVQiDtWixnB1ZDkwdPI9cvjCaVx3jW7uQtz8x6Jb0IM5WbZDNpVM8ABRWTIqIOWTSzK2JmzvNP_Nf1SxxvhIqjxrl
nDDEr7JkWGoH_5UFJH3bePRGm303XXSZEqvczlW-8lSsRSCU_--AgO0OkNq4vchhD5BYdmtyk3CH3SXz2B8n_P3PtllGTM8I5IdRGakMRwr45JVY8bolTFb1rGJ_HnouQ/dl3/d3/L2d
BISEvZ0FBIS9nQSEh/
Please note that in respect of capital gains or losses arising out of a sale of the Company’s Shares in
2011, Shareholders must use the 2012 form (“Modello Unico 2012” for individuals – which will be
released by the Italian Revenue Agency in 2012).
Shareholders should download the first and second file of the tax form (i.e. “Modello Unico Pf 2011
fascicolo 1 - pdf” and “Modello Unico Pf 2011 fascicolo 2 - pdf”), pointed out by red arrow in the
following picture of Italian Revenue Agency’s website:
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A special section on the guidelines for non-residents is available in file n° 2 (“Istruzioni per la
compilazione modello Unico Pf 2011 fascicolo 2” (Guidelines for filing “Unico” form for individuals 2011
file n° 2)). Currently the form and its guidelines are not available in English.
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FIRST FILE – THE TAX RETURN “Modello Unico Pf 2011 fascicolo 1 - pdf” (“Unico” form for individuals
2011 file n° 1 – pdf)
From the first file of the tax return “Modello Unico Pf 2011 fascicolo 1 - pdf” (“Unico” form for
individuals 2011 file n° 1 – pdf) the Shareholder should file only the front cover (i.e. the box called
“Frontespizio” (Front cover) – pages 1, 2 and 3), filling in his/her personal relevant data:
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On page 1 of the front cover, the Shareholder must fill in:

1) his/her family name in the box marked “COGNOME” (Surname),

2) his/her first and middle names in the box marked “NOME” (Name),

and 3) his/her Italian Tax Identification Code the box marked “Codice Fiscale” (Tax code); for instructions
on how to obtain an Italian Tax Identification Code, please refer to the Italian Tax Booklet (paragraph
6(A)(i)) and to Annex 2,
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In page 2 of the front cover, the Shareholder must complete the following boxes:





“TIPO DI DICHIARAZIONE” (Type of tax return);
“DATI DEL CONTRIBUENTE” (Data of the taxpayer);
“TELEFONO E INDIRIZZO DI POSTA ELETTRONICA” (Telephone and email address);
“RESIDENTE ALL’ESTERO” (Foreign residence).
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In box “TIPO DI DICHIARAZIONE” (Type of tax return) the Shareholder must cross the box “Redditi”
(Income):

If, before the deadline for the submission of the tax return, the Shareholder intends to rectify or
complete a return which has already been submitted, he/she must submit a new return, complete in
every part, crossing the box “Correttiva nei termini” (“Correction of existing return”):

Once the deadline for filing the tax return has expired, the Shareholder may rectify or supplement the
return by filing a new return, using the same method as the original return, on a tax return form for the
relevant tax period. A necessary condition for filing the supplementary return is that the original return
was duly filed and submitted.
The Shareholder may file a supplementary return by the deadline for filing a tax return for the following
tax period, to correct errors or omissions that have resulted in the calculation of a higher tax liability or a
lower credit, by crossing the box “Dichiarazione integrativa a favore” (“Supplementary return in favour”):

The box marked “Dichiarazione integrativa” (Supplementary return) must be crossed and a
supplementary return must be filed:




in the case of a “voluntary disclosure” (see paragraph 7(A) of the Italian Tax Booklet), by the due
date for the submission of the tax return for the following tax period. The said return may be
submitted if legal access, inspections or checks are not underway, in order to enable the
Shareholder to benefit from reduced administrative penalties;
by December 31st of the fourth year following the one in which the return was submitted, in order
to correct errors or omissions that have resulted in the calculation of a lower tax liability or a higher
credit, subject to the application of penalties.

This box must also be crossed if a supplementary return is filed in order to correct errors or omissions (i)
that do not affect the calculation of the taxable basis, of the tax and of the payment of tax and (ii) which
do not obstruct auditing activities.
Please note that boxes “Dichiarazione integrativa a favore” (“Supplementary return in favour”) and
“Dichiarazione integrativa” (“Supplementary return”) are alternatives.
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Box “DATI DEL CONTRIBUENTE” (Data of the taxpayer) must be completed with the following data:
In box “Comune (o Stato estero) di nascita” (Municipality (or foreign country) of birth) please fill in the
Shareholder’s place of birth (city, town, municipality); Shareholders born outside of Italy must specify,
instead of the municipality, the country in which they were born:

In box “Data di nascita” (Date of birth), please fill in the Shareholder’s date of birth (day/month/year):

In box “Sesso” (“Sex”), please tick the Shareholder’s sex (“M” for male or “F” for female):

One of boxes 1 to 8 must be ticked to indicate the Shareholder’s status:
1= single; 2= married; 3= widowed; 4=separated; 5= divorced; 6= deceased (in the case of a tax return
filed by an heir); 7= tutelary (in the case of a tax return filed by the legal representative of an
incapacitated person); 8= underage (in the case of a tax return filed by parents):

In box “TELEFONO E INDIRIZZO DI POSTA ELETTRONICA” (Telephone and email address), please fill in
the Shareholder’s telephone number (first box), mobile phone number (second box) and e-mail address
(third box).
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Though it is not compulsory to provide this information, it makes it possible to receive, free of charge,
from the Italian Revenue Agency, information and updates regarding final payment dates, news,
obligations and services offered:

Box “RESIDENTE ALL’ESTERO” (Foreign residence) must be filled in by Shareholders not resident in Italy
during the tax period:

In box “Codice fiscale estero” (Foreign tax code) must be completed with the tax identification code
issued in the Shareholders’ state of origin; if this is not applicable, write the social security code or other
general identification number (if no identification number is provided by local legislation, leave the box
empty):

In box “Stato estero di residenza” (Foreign country of residence), please fill in the foreign country of
residence of the Shareholder:

In box “Codice dello Stato estero” (Code of foreign country), please fill in the code of the foreign country
of residence of the Shareholder, to be taken from the following list of foreign countries set out in the file
n° 1 of the appendix of the guidelines to the tax return (for example, Hong Kong’s country code is “103”):
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In box “Stato federato, provincia, contea” (Federal state, province, county), please fill in the federal state,
province, county of residence (if applicable) of the Shareholder:

In box “Località di residenza” (Location of residence), please fill in the Shareholder’s place of residence
(town):

In box “Indirizzo” (Address), please fill in the Shareholder’s overseas address:
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In box “NAZIONALITA” (Nationality), the Shareholder must tick “1” if he/she is of the nationality of
his/or country of residence, or “2” if he/she is Italian (tick both boxes in the case of dual nationality, or
neither box in case the Shareholder is neither Italian nor the nationality of his/her country of residence):

Finally, in page 3 of the front cover, the Shareholder must fill in only the box “FIRMA DELLA
DICHIARAZIONE” (Signature of tax return) by ticking the box “RT” (to indicate that Form RT is enclosed
with the tax return) and sign the tax return in the box “Firma del contribuente” (Signature of taxpayer):
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SECOND FILE OF THE TAX RETURN “Modello Unico Pf 2011 fascicolo 2 - pdf”
From the second file of the tax return “Modello Unico Pf 2011 fascicolo 2 - pdf” the Shareholder should
fill in only Form “RT” (“Quadro RT”), in order to fill in the relevant data for the quantification of the
taxable basis and the substitute tax due (see following picture of Form RT):

In particular, the Shareholder should fill in only section II of Form RT , i.e. lines RT10 to RT20 (as pointed
out in the following picture by red arrow):
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Lines RT10 to RT20 should be filled in with information for the quantification of the taxable basis and
the substitute tax due on the actual capital gains realized in the tax period; for individuals this coincides
with the calendar year – i.e. from January 1st to December 31st.

Line RT10
In line RT10 the Shareholder must write the total consideration received in the tax period (generally the
sale price) from the transfer of the shares, less the costs directly attributable to the sale.

Line RT11
In column “2” of line RT11 (see following picture) the Shareholder must write the fiscal cost of the
shares sold in the tax period (normally the purchase price, increased by the costs directly attributable to
the purchase):

Column “1” of line RT11 must be crossed out only in case the Shareholder has increased the fiscal cost
of his/her shares in compliance with special Italian revaluation laws:

Line RT12
In column “3” of line RT12 (see following picture) the Shareholder must write the difference between
RT10 and column “2” of RT11, if the difference is positive (i.e. the amount of capital gain (if any)):

If the difference between RT10 and column “2” of RT11 is negative (i.e. if there is a capital loss), the
[negative] difference [expressed as a + number] must be written in column “1” of RT12 (column “3”
must be marked zero “0”):
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The capital loss, which will be deductible from capital gains (if any) of the same nature realized in the
following four tax periods, must be written in column “5” of line RT20:

RT13
In line RT13 the Shareholder must write down capital losses realized in previous tax periods, as
submitted in Form RT of the tax return filed for the previous year:

RT14 [applicable only if the non-Italian resident Shareholder holds shares, securities, bonds and other
financial instruments through an Italian intermediary]
In line column “2” of RT14 the Shareholder should write the surplus of capital losses certified by an
Italian intermediary through which the Shareholder holds financial instruments, including capital losses
relating to previous years (in this latter case, the capital loss must also be indicated in column “1”):

In case lines RT13 and/or RT14 are filled in, the total amount of RT13 plus column “2” of RT14 cannot be
higher than the amount indicated in column “3” of RT12.

RT15
In line RT15, the result of the following subtraction should be written down: (RT12 column “3”) – (RT12
column “2”) – (RT13) – (RT14 column “2”):
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RT16
In line RT16, please write down the substitute tax equal to 12.5% of the amount in RT15:

RT17
In line RT17, please write down the surplus of the substitute tax paid in excess in previous years (if any)
as resulting from the tax return of the previous year, up to the amount submitted in RT16:

RT18 [not applicable]

RT19
In line RT19, please write down the amount of substitute tax due, as calculated by: (RT16) – (RT17) +
(RT18 column “2”):

RT20
In line RT20, please write down the residual surplus (if any) of capital losses resulting from the tax
returns of the four previous years (columns from “1” to “4”) or from the tax return of the current tax
period (column “5”); each capital loss must be specific to each tax period it is referable to.
The surplus of capital losses certified by Italian intermediaries through which the Shareholder holds
financial instruments (if any) must not be written in line RT20:
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SAMPLE FORM FOR OBTAINING AN ITALIAN TAX IDENTIFICATION CODE WITH
INSTRUCTIONS ON HOW TO FILL IN EACH SECTION

As stated in the Italian Tax Booklet, a Tax Identification Code (made up of 16 alphanumeric symbols –
numbers and letters) is a means of identifying each citizen for the purpose of managing his/her
relationship with Italian public offices and administrations. In order to be valid, this code must be
registered in the Tax Register under the domain of the Italian Revenue Agency (“Agenzia delle Entrate”).
An Italian Tax Identification Code may be obtained through the local Italian Consulate. The Consulate
General of Italy in Hong Kong can be contacted at:
Suite 3201, 32/F Central Plaza
18, Harbour Road
Wanchai
Tel: (852)25220033/4/5
Fax: (852) 28459678
e-mail: consolato.hongkong@esteri.it
website (also in English): http://www.conshongkong.esteri.it/Consolato_HongKong/

The Italian Revenue Agency has enabled local Italian consulates to print paper certificates of attribution
of the Tax Identification Code. A non-Italian resident may, in special circumstances, also request a
plastic-coated card containing the Tax Identification Code (which is delivered to the local Italian
consulate and then, in turn, to the applicant).
As an alternative, the Italian Tax Identification Code may be obtained through an Italian Chartered Tax
Advisor.
In order to request a Tax Identification Code, non-Italian resident Shareholders can submit to the local
Italian consulate the form set out in the next page, together with the original and copies of their
identification documents, such as the passport or identity card (in order to allow the Italian consulate to
check the accuracy of the data filled in the form).
For Hong Kong resident Shareholders, please refer to instructions starting from page 46.
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The Shareholder should complete only the part of the form marked “PARTE RISERVATA AL
RICHIEDENTE” (Part reserved for applicant), as shown in the following picture:

In box “TIPO DI RICHIESTA” (Type of application) the Shareholder must tick the first box “ATTRIBUZIONE
CODICE FISCALE” (Attribution of a taxpayer code):
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In box “DATI ANAGRAFICI” (Personal data) the Shareholder must fill in his/her personal data.

In particular, the Shareholder must write his/her family name in box “COGNOME DI NASCITA” (Surname
at birth),

Name (without abbreviations) in box “NOME” (Name),

Country of birth in box “COMUNE (o stato estero) DI NASCITA” (Municipality (or foreign country) of
birth),

Code of the Country of birth in box “PROV. DI NASCITA (sigla)” (Province of birth (abbreviation)), to be
taken from the following list of foreign countries:
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Date of birth in box “DATA DI NASCITA” (Date of birth),

Sex (put “M” = male or “F” = female) in box “SESSO” (Sex),

In box “RESIDENZA ANAGRAFICA (o, se diverso, domicilio fiscale)” (Personal address (or, if different,
business address) the Shareholder must write his/her Italian residence, if any; where the Shareholder
does not have an Italian residence, the box must be left blank.
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If the Shareholder is resident in Italy, the Shareholder must write:
The municipality in which the Shareholder is domiciled,

The municipality code in box “PROV. (sigla)” (Province (abbreviation)),

The municipality’s mail code in box “C.A.P” (Postal code),

The address of the Italian residence in box “INDIRIZZO (o frazione)” (Address (or hamlet)),

The address number of the Italian residence in box “N. CIVICO” (House number),
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In box “RESIDENZA ESTERA” (Foreign residence) the Shareholder must write down his/her residence
abroad.

In particular, the Shareholder must write:
The foreign Country of residence in box “STATO ESTERO DI RESIDENZA” (Foreign country of residence),

And the town and address of residence abroad in box “CITTA’E INDIRIZZO” (City and address),

Finally, the Shareholder must date the request at “Data” (Date),

And sign his/her name at “FIRMA DEL RICHIEDENTE” (Signature of applicant).
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Sample form for obtaining an Italian Tax Identification Code with instructions on how to fill in each
section for Hong Kong resident Shareholders.

In order to request a Tax Identification Code, Hong Kong resident Shareholders can submit to the
Consulate General of Italy in Hong Kong the form set out in the next page, together with the original and
copies of their identification documents, such as the passport or identification card (in order to allow
the Italian Consulate to check the accuracy of the data filled in the form).
The Consulate General of Italy in Hong Kong can be contacted at:
Suite 3201, 32/F Central Plaza
18, Harbour Road
Wanchai
Tel: (852)25220033/4/5
Fax: (852) 28459678
e-mail: consolato.hongkong@esteri.it
website (also in English): http://www.conshongkong.esteri.it/Consolato_HongKong/
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In box “DATI ANAGRAFICI” (Personal data) the Hong Kong Shareholder must fill in his/her personal data.

In particular, the Hong Kong Shareholder must write his/her family name in box “Cognome” (Surname);
ladies should provide their maiden surname, in order to reflect the surname as shown in their
identification documents,

Name (without abbreviations) in box “Nome” (Name),

Country of birth in box “Comune (o stato estero) di nascita” (Municipality (or foreign country) of birth),
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Date of birth in box “Data di nascita” (Date of birth),

Sex (put “M” = male or “F” = female) in box “SESSO” (Sex),

In box “RESIDENZA ESTERA” (Foreign residence) the Hong Kong Shareholder must write his/her foreign
address.

In particular, the Hong Kong Shareholder must write:
The Country of residence in box “Stato” (Country),

The town of residence in box “Città” (City),
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And his/her address in box “Indirizzo” (Address),

Under box “RESIDENZA ESTERA” (Foreign residence) the Hong Kong Shareholder should also write
his/her e-mail address, if any.

Box “ISCRIZIONE AIRE O DOMICILIO FISCALE IN ITALIA” (Registration with “AIRE” (Register of Italian
citizens resident abroad) or business address) must be filled in only by Italian citizens.

Finally, the Hong Kong Shareholder must write the date of the request at “Data” (Date),

And sign his/her name at “Firma del richiedente” (Signature of applicant).
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